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E. H. PARAMETERS EFFECT OF GAMMA-RAYS CO60 ON F. 

A. N. Pertsev, A. N. Pisarevskiy and L. D. Soshir 

Discussed is the effect or rad^atin" f. e. u. (nhotomulti¬ 
pil er with Co "armnn rays on the subseouent operation of f. e. u. 
rt is shown that here take nlace reverse sensitivity changes of 

the ohotocathode and of the amplification coefficient of f. e. u. 

At present time the effect of penetrating radiation on the oer- 

formance of f. e. u. (photo multiplier) arrears to be, evidently, a 

little investi rated problem. Tn report (l) the authors found, that in 

dependence upon the form of gamma-radiation source and its energy is 

observed an increase as veil as a decrease i" the total sensitivity of 

f. e. u. tyre 6?9? ^RCA), while for f. e. u. 5^19 a similar effect was 

absent. 
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Tn connection with varions anrlinatiorg of f. e. u. in scientific 

investigations and in industry data about the effects of greater dosayes 

of radiation on f. e. u. become necessary. Successes in the study of 

natural f. e. u. noise (2-5) allow in a more simple way to make a 

more thorough investigations of the effect of camma-rays on the per¬ 

formance of f. e. u. 

Me+hod and ^echniaue of the Experiment 

brdinarilv investigations of f. e. u. are carried under a condition 

of a scintillatiry spectrometer, and the basic attention is directed to 

the stability of the "hotooeak in the spectrum on the energy axis of the 

spectrometer! in this case is determined the change in total f. e. u. 

sensitivity and the role oh the nhotocathode and dinode system can not 

be explained separately at a change in position of the photopeak. Natural 

noise of f. e. u i" tMs case are considered only to a point, since they 

carry in distortions in the measurement results and are characterized 

by the number of pulses at selected discrimination level. Separation 

in the amplitude spectrum of noise pulses of a ’'mon^electron" peak 

(corresponding to the arrival on the first dynode of one electron from 

the nhotocathode) offers the possibility of dividing the radiation effect 

on the nhotocathode and dynode system whe” studying the gamma-radiation 

effect on f. e. u. The single electrode peak in amplitude spectrum 

of noise of a 'bood" f. e. u. is due basically to thermcemission from 

the nhotocathode and is described hy Poissor distribution with determined 

k (4-6) for each f. e. u. example: the value k characterizes the coe- 

fficien* of secondary emission of the first dynode. A comparison of 
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t^e Averagp «inri itude of t^e monoel eotrcn pulse wi th the «versee 
w 

smrlit”dp of t^e nuise in the rhotoprsk n]lows to oharsrterize the 

effectiveness oh t^e photooet^ode w'th t^e nnmher of pbo+o electnors 

per unit of lost in the scintillator enerrnr at other conditions 

eanal (one and the same crystal, identical lipht assemblv conditions 

etcl which does n0t denend upon the amnlification coefficient of f. e. u. 

On the other hand, the c^anpe in position of the maximum distribution on 

the amplitude axis offers data about the chanpe of the amr]ification 

coefficient of f. e. u. In this way, bp the wav of ncncomnlicated 

measurements is possible to obtain data abort the chance of working 

parameters of basic f e. u éléments. 

Tnvestigated was the effect of camma-radiation on the performance of 

FEU-13 (? examples^. ^EU-IS (3 ex^mnles) and thirteen nascade f. e. u. 

with working nhotocathode ^ 15 mm, similai* to FEU-1S ard FEU-1 A, on a 

metal layar in FEU-13 dynodes from Cu ♦ A1 ♦ Me alloy for FEU-13 and 

from AMOK alloy for all the remaining f. e. u. All selected f. e. u. 

gave a noticeable monoelectron peak, the:' wffe stable in time and had 

a small setting time. Refore the radiation was measured the number 

of noise pulses and their amplitude spectrum, the effectiveness of 

t^e photocathode was determined in the number of rhot electrons at 

1 mev wit»' NaT (TT) crystal. Af*er tbe radiation, in addition to 

these values was taken down the dependence of the monoelectron 

neak position upon t^e. The '.nonoelectron peak v*s identified with the 

aid nf P weak light pouppe with known number of nuanta (51.103 quanta 
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per. ]i^ht mess ronst«nt action), ^efore rfld1»t,ion tHe f. e. u. v«s 

held for « period of two weeks ir derknese srd during redlotion it ves 

recked in e li^ht nonrenetrating shell. 

e. n. was irradiated with Co^0 rflirmn-rays or two installations 

with dosages of 1 and 130 r/sec, whereby FEH-13 was subiected to 

repeated radiation, snd one of the FEU-TS - to triple radiation, ^or 

measurements were used multichannel analv-rers AI-100 and fiMA-4S. 

Exrerimental Result¿ and Evaluation 

Data of the experiment are presented in table and i" fijnire 1 and 2* 

in taKLe are riven results, obtained for one of the f. e. u. of each t’^e: 
• * 

for t>>e remaining Investigated samples the data are analogous. In first 

line are riven values of nhotooathode effectiveness for the radiated 

and nonradiated f. e. u. with respect to the scintillation spectrum of 

Fa.T(T]) (crystal Nat (Tl) was placed directly on the photocathode, to 

improve the optical contact was used silicone çreaae); on the other s^de 

is piven the position of the monoelectron peak on the axis of the 

amplitudes; in the third 0 number of noise impulses; in the fourth 

number of pulses, correspondinr to 51 10 quanta/sec of the lipht 

source: ir the fifth - the value k Poisson distribution of monelectron 

pulses. 

In figure 1 are shown: noise spectpim and distribution of mono¬ 

electron nuises prior and after radiation of FEU-1S, in Figure ? 

restoration of the amplification coefficient ''ED-IS and FED-13 after 

radiation. 
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From the listed date is evident, that the effect of "anana rays 
i>0 

Ho on the f.e.u. narnmeters of the investigated tyres bears an 

identical nature. Tn all instances the amplification coefficient 

f. e. u. increases (I.5 - 4.2 times), the number of noise pulses 

increases sharply (19.4 - 16? times) and their amplitude distribution 

changes in direction of "reater k (which indicates an increase in the 

coefficient of secondary emission of the first dvnode), it remained 

basically monoelectron, with noticeable admixture or dielectron- 

for FEJ’-IS and ^En-1Ä (figure 1, b) and monoelectron - for FP1-!}. 

The effectiveness of the photo cathode to the scintillation spectrum 

of Na-T (Tl) decreases noticeably (I.5 -9.5 ) times. 

Tn t.^e FETT-13 and FE1I-1S wHhin diurnal periods after the first 

radiation was restored the initial amplification coefficient and the 

effectiveness of the photocathode; fett-13 after repeated radiation 

wHbin two diurnal periods has not fully restored the effectiveness of 

the nhotocathode (4850 instead of 5^50 nhctoelectrons/mev), which may 

be connected with the darkening of the photocathode ml ass under the 

effect of "smrte-rays. veasurements show a reduction in transparency 

of the flass at a dosage of 10^” r in 1.1 times at a wave lenrth 

A = 4?00 A. FET’-1A exnerienced irreversible chances: 

within a "'onth after radiation it possessed as before a low sensitivity 

of the pbotocathode and increased amplification coefficient. 

''’be f. e. u. noise increase after radiation, they drop slowly 

and not one of the f. e. u. has «ot returned within s month to initial 

noise level. 
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^ipire 1. « - FETl-lS prior to radiation: 1 - amplifide distribu¬ 
tion of noisa: 0 - amplitude distributior of noise with bias 
lifh+i"*: 3 - difference in curves ? and 1, solid curve-poisson 
distribution at k = 3* b-FEU-lS after radiation with a dosage of 
40000 r; 1 - amplitude distribution of noise; ? - amplitude dis¬ 
tribution of noise with bias lighting; 3 - Poisson distribution with 
k = 5» 4 - from curve 1 was read curve 3; oeak corresponds to 
dielectron pulses. 
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?. Ch^npe In coefficient of amolifi^atlo^ FEU-13 (curve ?) 

*nd FEU-1 S (ci)rve l) ^fter irr»»dintion with dosares of 50000 and 

5000 r respectively. 

Tn order to check, whether the increase in f. e. u. noise is 

connected with thermo emission from the cathode, the last one from 

the FEU-1S was cooled to 0^, which led to a reduction in t^e number 

of noise milles by 5.5 times. 

Repeated radiation of FEU leads to an interesting affect in suite of 

all this, that after the first dosage f. e. u. return into inUial state, 

the change in amplification coefficient of FEU-1S (firure 1, b) are 

connected, apparently with the characteristics of its radiation: a 

dosare of 1 r/sec has obtained the cathode, while the dynode system 

obtained a smaller dosage in conformity with the square of the distance 

from the source. Also characteristic is toe thing that for a sharp 

increase in f. e. u. noises is sufficient a relatively small do we 

of 5000 r. 

From the obtained facts are evident two tendencies in t*e behavior 

of f. e. u. elements during the radiation; deterioration of nuo^ocnthode 
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activity (sensitivity) and en increase in coefficient of secondary 
» 

dvnodes; the resulting effect of such, that in the f. e. u. as a whole 

can be an inconsiderable dlsn]arement of the photo peak into the 

preater or smaller side, and here may originate the imnression, that 

ramma-radiation shows no effect on f. e. u. 

Explanation of these Phenomena is difficult, since very little was 

investigated in the phenomenon of oenetratinp radiation The ohoto 

effect and the phenomenon of secondary electron emission are connected 

with processes, takinr place on the surface of the material, and 

radiation just by the force of oenetratirr nature, no doubt, affects 

the entire volume of the nhotocathode and dynodes. 

Cgr^lusiong 

As results of bombarding FEÎJ-13 , FEU-1S with gamma-rays Co^with a 

dosare of 50000 r took place: 

a) an increasa in amplification coefficient by 3-5 times: 

b) reduction in sensitivity of photocathode relative to the 

scintillation spectrum Na-T (Tl) by 4 times; 

c^ increase in k in Poisson distribution of output "monoelectron” 

impulses ; 

d) increase in the amount of noise of f. e. u. by more than ar 

order. 

'’'he amplification coefficient and sensitivity of the cathode 

return within diurnal periods into initial state. 

p. e. u. nossess a property of "summating" the dosape with respect 
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to a rhanre amnlification coefficient and photo cathode sensitivity 

at repeated radiation. 

The metallic photocathode liner ^ET’-l} exerts no noticeable 

effect on the time of restoring the f. e. u. parameters after radiation, 
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